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EXPERT CARE FOR TURF......

The Toro® Company helps customers preserve and 

beautify their outdoor landscapes with environmentally 

responsible solutions of customer-valued quality and 

innovation. Our mission is to be the leading worldwide 

provider of outdoor beautification products, support 

services, and integrated systems.

Since 1914, The Toro® Company has transformed the way 

professionals and homeowners care for their outdoor 

landscapes. We are a leading independent manufacturer 

and provider of outdoor maintenance and beautification 

products.

Our powerful combination of experience, creativity, strong 

brands, and innovative solutions has revolutionized the 

way customers care for their golf courses, sports fields, 

backyards, public grounds, and agricultural fields. We 

have shaped the industry by pioneering precision 

equipment and high-technology irrigation systems to 

satisfy even the most demanding perfectionist.

Today, customers around the world depend on Toro® to 

help them beautify, maintain, and irrigate their 

landscapes with a portfolio of brands that have enduring 

reputations in the industry of reliability, durability, quality, 

and craftsmanship.

Count on it.
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ProLine™ ProLine™ TurfMaster™

Model 22291 22293 22205TE

Engine Kawasaki, 179cc 
4-cycle FJ180V

Kawasaki, 179cc 
4-cycle FJ180V

Kawasaki, 179cc 
4-cycle FJ180V

Fuel Petrol / 1.8 Ltr Petrol / 3.8 Ltr Petrol/ 3.8 Ltr

Width of Cut 53cm 53cm 76cm

Blade Brake Clutch - Standard Standard

Capability Recycler & Collection Recycler & Collection Recycler / Collection/Side 
Discharge

Traction Drive Fixed Speed 3-speed Fixed Speed

WALK BEHIND MOWERS

Heavy Duty / Mid-Size Power Mowers

Toro® products are field-proven on golf courses, sports fields, public green spaces, 

commercial and residential lawns, and agricultural fields around the world. That’s why 

many landscape professionals trust Toro® equipment to deliver the best for their 

properties and their bottom line. From commercial walk-behinds, to large area rotary and 

reels, Toro® commercial grounds equipment delivers productivity, profitability and a 

legendary quality of cut that will make you and your customers proud. That’s our legacy of 

leadership and it’s exactly what you’ll get when you contact your local Toro® landscape 

contractor equipment dealer for more information today.
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MID-SIZE HYDRO MID-SIZE GEAR MID-SIZE HYDRO GRANDSTAND™ GRANDSTAND™ GRANDSTAND™

Model 30069 30070 30071 74534TE 74536TE 74504TE

Engine
Kawasaki®, 603cc

4-cycle,  
OHV V-Twin, FS541V

Kawasaki®, 603cc 
4-cycle,  

OHV V-Twin Air-
Cooled, FS481V

Kawasaki®, 603cc 
4-cycle,  

OHV V-Twin Air-
Cooled, FS481V

Kawasaki®, 603cc 
4-cycle,  

OHV V-Twin Air-
Cooled, FS541V

Kawasaki®, 603cc 
4-cycle,  

OHV V-Twin Air-
Cooled, FS541V

Kawasaki®, 726cc 
4-cycle,  

OHV V-Twin Air-
Cooled, FX-691

Fuel / Capacity Petrol /19 ltr Petrol / 18 Ltr Petrol/ 18 Ltr Petrol/ 29.5 Ltr Petrol/ 29.5 Ltr Petrol/ 40.0 Ltr

Width of Cut 82 cm, 91cm,122cm 91cm 91cm 91cm 102cm 122cm

Mowing Speed Fwd: 0 - 10 km/h
Rev: 3.5 km/h

Fwd: 0 - 7.5 km/h
Rev: 3.7 km/h

Fwd: 0 - 8 km/h
Rev: 3.2 km/h 0 -10 km/h 0 - 8 km/h 0 -16 km/h

Traction Drive Twin Hydro-gear 5-speed, with 
reverse Twin Hydro-gear Individual pumps 

and wheel motors
Individual pumps 
and wheel motors

Individual pumps 
and wheel motors

Deck Options

Rear Discharge
82cm/91cm/122cm

Flail Attachment
91cm - Recycling 

Kit
91cm - Recycling 

Kit
91cm - Recycling 

Kit
102cm - Recycling 

Kit
102cm - Recycling 

Kit

Mid-Size Hydro & Gear models

TurfMasterTMProLineTM

(22291)

GrandStandTM

Rugged, reliable Toro® T-Bar steering is easy to learn 
and Toro® TURBO FORCE® decks and Recycler mulching 
kits provide an unmatched quality of cut. Toro’s mid-size 
mowers provide  ease of operation, as well as comfort, 
productivity and performance.

This TurfMaster™ instantly increases contractor 
productivity with the 76cm/30" wide deck and unique 
twin blade cutting system. Which offers an excellent 
quality of cut whether recycling, collecting or 
side-discharging. 

With increased operator comfort, outstanding traction 
and handling, and an incredible after-cut appearance, 
the Toro® GrandStand takes stand-on mower innovation 
to another level. The compact size gives access through 
gates and tight spaces.

With commercial grade engines and up to 6mm thick 
cast aluminium decks, on both these models offer excellent recycling 
and collecting performance all in one unit. Low hand arm vibration 
performance means extended productivity. ProLine mower Model 
22291 is engineered to provide consistently outstanding performance 
for the long run. For optimal performance and productivity, choose the 
new ProLine mower Model 22293 with its maintenance-free 3-speed 
transmission, BBC, rugged tubular engine guard, steel skid plates on 
the deck, anti-scalp cup and more.
(Refer to Operator’s Manual for full details).

ProLineTM 
(22293)

This TurfMaster offers savings of up to 40% on 
mowing time compared to a 53cm mower.
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HoverPro™ 400 HoverPro™ 450 HoverPro™ 500 HoverPro™ 550

Model 02615 02610 02604 02606

Cutting Width 40cm 46cm 51cm 53cm

Engine Honda® GXV57 Honda GCV160 Honda GCV160 Honda GCV160

Capacity 57 cc 160 cc 160 cc 160 cc

Cutter System Nylon - Line Nylon - Line Metal Bar Blade Metal Bar Blade

Height of Cut 18-30mm 18-30mm 16-34mm 16-34mm

SPECIALITY MOWERS

HoverProTM   Ideal for Undulating or Steep Areas 

The HoverPro™ range offers the ideal mowing solution for areas where wheeled mowers 

leave a poor finish or are simply unable to perform. Though suitable for all terrains, 

HoverPros™ excel in mowing tough, undulating ground and steep slopes, allowing these 

areas to be maintained safely and effectively, even on slopes up to 45 degrees (except 

02600 = 25o). The HoverPro’s excellent hovering capability and absence of wheels 

minimises the risk of the mower dropping off the grass edge (which could result in turf 

damage and crushed edges), making these mowers an ideal choice for maintaining areas 

around flower beds or golf course bunkers.
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BBC PRO
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BBC PRO
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BBC PRO

45

BBC PRO

45

BBC PRO

Optional Accessories

ProStripe™ 560

Model 02656

Engine Commercial grade Briggs & Stratton® 850 
Series petrol with Readystart™

Bag Capacity 70 Ltr

Width of Cut 56cm

Height of Cut 13 – 60mm

Mowing Speed 4.4 km/h

Key

TORO INNOVATION
The unique split rear-roller with integrated differential 

enables tight turns with minimal risk 

of turf damage.

The Toro ProStripe™ 560 is designed to provide the perfect cut and 
elegant striped finish to any lawn area. The ideal choice for mowing 
formal lawns around pavilions or club houses. Golf applications are 
no challenge for this high quality, versatile mower. 

The Toro® HoverPro is perfect for maintaining turf on steep slopes, tight undulations, areas near 
water or bunker lips. Capable of operating up to 45°, the HoverPro’s are truly a versatile solution to 
maintaining challenging terrain. A light footprint makes the HoverPro easy to operate while its 
rugged design ensures years of quality performance.

HoverPro™ 
550

45

BBC PRO

45

BBC PRO
Stripe Finish Operating up to Max 45 

degree

HoverProTM  Series

ProStripeTM  560

HoverPro™ 
500

HoverPro™ 
450

HoverPro™ 
400

Makes machine easier to 
manoeuvre to and from cutting 
areas.(excludes 02615) 

Transport Wheels

Simply bolt to existing deck to 
increase height of cut by 35mm 
(02600 / 02602 only) 

Hi- Rise Kit

Makes working on slopes 
or hard to reach areas even 
easier.(excludes 02615) 

Extension Handles Wheels

Nylon Wire –  
(HoverPro 400 & 450)  

Steel Cutting Blade –  
(HoverPro 500 & 550)  

Cutting Systems
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The Toro® Z Master Professional 6000 Series represents Toro’s next generation of zero-

turning radius mowers. Everything added to this series was developed with the landscape 

contractor in mind. It’s technology that refines the Z Master® to make a great commercial 

mower even better. The Toro® Z Master® Professional 7000 Series brings power for 

demanding jobs. Need to power through tough mowing conditions that would strain 

conventional petrol-powered mowers! Choose from responsive, liquid-cooled, high-

torque diesel engines for a wide array of turf maintenance requirements. 

Toro® Z-Master® Series

ZERO TURN MOWERS

TORO INNOVATION
TURBO FORCE® deck shells are constructed entirely from 4.5mm steel - top, front, sides 

and rear. In fact, these decks utilize high strength steel, which 

is 31% stronger than the ordinary 4.5mm commercial steel found in other decks. Toro 

combines toughness with precision by using 6 mm thick flex-resistant blades, massive 

spindle assemblies, a rubber discharge chute and a rugged bull-nose front bumper. Fine 

tune the performance to adapt to site conditions for a quality cut and beautiful after-cut 

appearance. Recycler® kit option available.
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Z-Master® Professional 6000 Series

Model 74902TE 74919TE 74925TE 74942TE

Engine  Kawasaki® FX651V 
726cc

 Kawasaki® FX691V 
726cc

 Kawasaki® FX801V 
852cc

 Kawasaki® FX801V 
852cc

Fuel / Capacity Petrol / 45 Ltr Petrol / 45 Ltr Petrol / 45 Ltr Petrol / 45 Ltr

Width of Cut 122cm 132cm 152cm 152cm

Cutting Deck TURBO FORCE 
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE 
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE 
Side Discharge

TURBO FORCE 
Rear Discharge

Mowing Speed (Fwd/Rev) 0-16 km/h 0-18.5 km/h 0-18.5 km/h 0-18.5 km/h

                                                       Z-Master® Professional 7000 Series Direct Collect 8000 Series

Model 74279TE 74264TE 74265TE 74311TE

Engine Kubota® 16.6 kW (23 hp) Kubota 16.6 kW (23 hp) Kubota 16.6 kW (23 hp) Kohler 15.2 kW (20.5 hp)

Fuel / Capacity Diesel / 45 Ltr Diesel / 45 Ltr Diesel / 45 Ltr Gasoline / 28 Ltr

Width of Cut 132cm 132cm 152cm 122 cm

Cutting Deck Rear Discharge TURBO FORCE Side 
Discharge

TURBO FORCE Side 
Discharge

Commercial Rear 
Discharge

Mowing Speed 0-18 km/h 0-18 km/h 0-18 km/h 0-8 km/h

Z-Master® Commercial 2000 Series

Model 74142TE

Engine  Kawasaki® FX691V 20.5HP

Fuel / Capacity Petrol / 30.3 Ltr

Width of Cut 122cm

Cutting Deck TURBO FORCE  Side Discharge

Mowing Speed 0-13 km/h

Trusted by landscape professionals, the Z 
Master® Commercial 2000 Series Zero-Turn 
Riders are a terrific value in commercial-
grade equipment. Packed with features like 
the comfortable custom-designed seat, a 
standard deck lift assist pedal, and TURBO 
FORCE® cutting decks, these mowers are 
designed for productivity.

The Z Master® Professional 7000 Series  
mowers are the pinnacle of the Z 
Master® line. Agile, full-size Z Master® 
mowers that boast the revolutionary 
TURBO FORCE® decks for unsurpassed 
cutting quality and durability.

The Toro Z Master® Professional 6000 Series is 
the next generation of zero-turning radius 
mowers. With industry leading performance 
features like TURBO FORCE® cutting 
technology, and the toughest spindle 
assemblies, Toro® has improved comfort, 
enhanced traction and control. With a low 
centre of gravity, they have more stability for 
greater handling on hills.

ZERO TURN MOWERS

Z Master® Commercial 
2000 Series

Z Master® Professional 
6000 Series

Z Master® Professional 
7000 Series

Z Master® Professional 
8000 Series 

For application that requires grass 
collection the 8000 Series is the right 
choice.  With ground speeds up to 11 km/h, 
the 8000 Series is the answer for a perfect 
cut in less time.  The rear-discharge deck 
lets you trim on either side while keeping 
flower beds and walkways clipping-free.
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See the High Lift 
Collection  System 
Animation
for more detail

Toro® Groundsmaster® rotary mowers are the workhorses of a grounds maintenance 

operation. They don’t get days off, they’re used year-round for cutting grass, blowing 

leaves and plowing snow. No matter where you look on a Groundsmaster,® from 7-gauge 

welded steel cutting decks to ultra-reliable Kubota® diesel engines and the industry’s 

toughest spindle assembly – you can take comfort in knowing that these products are built 

to perform in your toughest conditions.

Toro Groundsmaster®

ROTARY MOWERS

Unique to Toro, gain versatility and an unmatched 

level of manoeuvrability. Offering a wide range of 

accessories for multi applications, its 2.54m 

center-mount deck takes productivity to a new level, 

without compromising on operator visibility or 

comfort. 

Toro High Lift Collection System 

Gain even more versatility with this new 

Powerful Hydraulic Lift Collection System 

even in wet conditions, with its large 1000Lts 

collection capacity. Which can easily be 

emptied straight into a works vehicle.  
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GM7200/7210 GM3280-D GM3400 GM360

Model 30495 / 30487 30344 / 30345 30651 2WD  /  4WD / 4WD+CAB 31230 / 
31223 /  31222

Engine Kubota® 18.6 kW  
(24.8 hp) / 26.1 kW (35 hp)

Kubota 18.5 kW  
(24.8 hp)

Kubota V1505 25.5 kW 
(35.5hp) Kubota V1505 26.8 kW (36 hp)

Fuel / Capacity Diesel / 51.1 Ltr Diesel / 51.1 Ltr Diesel / 51.1 Ltr Diesel / 51.1 Ltr

Width of Cut 152cm/157cm/183cm/254cm 152cm/157cm/183cm 157cm/183cm 152cm/157cm/183cm/254cm

Mowing Rate 2.2 - 2.6 hectares/hr** 2.2 -  2.6 - 3.6 hectares/hr* 2.2 -  2.6 - 3.6 hectares/hr* 2.2 -  2.6 - 3.6 hectares/hr**

Traction Drive 2WD 2WD/4WD 4WD 2WD/4WD

Ground Speed 0 - 20 km/h 0 - 20 km/h 0 - 20 km/h 0 - 22.5 km/h

*Assuming 8 km/h mowing rate. Actual mowing rates may vary depending on operator and conditions.  
**Assuming 14 km/h mowing rate. Actual mowing rates may vary depending on operator and conditions.

Groundsmaster® 360 Recycler® Groundsmaster® 360Groundsmaster® 3400

The Groundsmaster 360 reinvents the  
way a mower performs. Revolutionary 
Quad-Steer all wheel steering maximizes 
productivity. Climb hills without slipping. 
Make 180° turns without tearing turf.  
Hug the turns or side hills while mowing  
in total comfort. Save time without 
sacrificing quality with intuitive controls and 
unparalleled manoeuvrability.

The 183cm (72") Guardian® Recycler® 
deck is engineered with a patented, 
vertical discharge system that forces 
clippings to be cut and re-cut again. 
Other Deck on offer are the 183cm (72") 
rear discharge deck for tall or thick grass. 
Finally, the 183cm (72") side discharge 
deck.

These out-front rotary mowers combine 
power, performance, and reliability.  
Added features for fast and easy maintenance 
can reduce down time.  
The optional full-weather ROPS cab  
protects the operator, for comfort and 
increased productivity.

The Groundsmaster® 7200 is powered by the 
20.9 kW (28 hp) Kubota® diesel engine while 
the Groundsmaster 7210 is powered by the 
26.1 kW (35 hp) Kubota® turbo diesel engine. 
Both have four available mowing deck 
configurations. The zero turn steering 
increases mowing productivity and 
manoeuvrability around trees and other 
obstacles.

Groundsmaster® 7200/7210 Groundsmaster® 7200/7210 Polar 
Trac™ System

Groundsmaster® 3280-D

These compact rotary mowers deliver 
impressive manoeuvrability, exceptional 
power, and quality performance as well as 
extremely versatile machines with a 
variety of cutting decks and attachments.

ROTARY MOWERS

Convert the Groundsmaster® 7200/ 7210 
into a powerful snow removal machine 
in less than 4 hours. The patent-pending 
Polar Trac™ system is ready for all winter 
conditions with its heated hard cab, 
innovative rubber track system and 
quick-connect attachments.
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GM4000-D/4010-D GM4100-D/4110-D GM5900/5910

Model 30605/30609/30635/30636 30604/30608/30643/30644 31698  /  31599TE CAB

Engine 30605 & 30635: Yanmar® 4TNV84T
30609 & 30636: Yanmar 4TNV86CT

30604 & 30643: Yanmar 4TNV84T
30608 & 30644: Yanmar 4TNV86CT

Yanmar 53.7kw
(72 hp)

Cummins® 73.8 kW 
(99 hp)

Fuel
30605 & 30635 :Diesel; 

30609 & 30636: Ultra-low Sulfur Diesel 
(<15 ppm)

30602, 30604, 30447 & 30449: Diesel; 
30606 & 30608: Ultra-low Sulfur Diesel 

(<15 ppm)
Diesel

Width of Cut 346cm 323cm 145cm - 488cm

Mowing Rate 4.3 hectares/hr* 4.0 hectares/hr* 8.4 hectares/hr*

Traction Drive 4WD 4WD 4WD

Groundsmaster® wide area rotary mowers are the standard by which all other mowers 

are measured. With cutting widths up to 488cm wide, you can mow down an hectare of 

grass in less than 8 minutes. The brawny frames and welded steel cutting deck 

construction ensure a long life and a solid return on your investment. Despite their 

rugged appearance, these mowers are surprisingly nimble and offer tight turning for 

unmatched manoeuvrability and more productive trimming.

Toro Wide Area Groundsmaster®

ROTARY MOWERS
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BBC PRO
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BBC PRO

This wide area rotary mower provides 4.9 m productivity 
while still providing precise manoeuvrability. This durable 
proven performer can mow up to 8.4 hectares per hour 
and trim less than an 18 degree circle around trees. The 
three independent rear discharge cutting units quickly 
raise or lower on the fly.

Delivers power where you need it most - to cut grass, no 
matter how challenging the conditions. With Smart Power™ 
technology, high engine torque and patented, efficient deck 
drive systems, these mowers are designed for productivity.

Groundsmaster® 5900 - D/5910 - D

Groundsmaster® 4000 - DGroundsmaster® 4100 - D

Cab - Groundsmaster® 4010-D/4110 - D

This innovative wide area rotary mower features an all 
out-front mower deck for superior operator visibility and 
outstanding productivity. Excellent trimming capability to 
manoeuvre around obstacles with ease, mow a zero uncut 
circle, for back and forth patterns leaving no uncut grass. 
Patented traction system lets you mow with confidence, 
even on hills and wet grass.

Features a low profile roof with full climate-control. This 
safety cab, has full rollover protection and a pressurized 
air filtration system that keeps dust and debris away. With 
a full recycle Cabin air option and x5  air vents.

ROTARY MOWERS

See the Cab 
Animation

See the SMART 
POWER explained

TORO INNOVATION
From the inexperienced operator to a seasoned veteran, 

the Smart Power feature allows you to reach maximum productivity 

with improved fuel efficiency, preventing the machine from slowing 

down in heavy cutting conditions.

This feature keeps the blade speed at its optimum rate in any condition 

by automatically adjusting the traction unit ground speed, to provide 

more power to the blades when needed.
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BBC PRO

Toro Groundsmaster® contour rotary mowers provide attractive turf striping 

for your premier grounds areas and sports fields. The free-floating Contour™ Plus 

cutting units deliver a superior cut and after cut appearance with the maintenance ease 

of a rotary mower. With a variety of products ranging from 173cm to 3.8 m width of cut, 

Toro has a contour Groundsmaster® rotary mower to meet the specific needs of your 

organization.

Toro Groundsmaster® Contour

ROTARY MOWERS

Smart Cool

Now you can reduce downtime with our exclusive SmartCool™ System. 

Before things get too hot, SmartCool briefly reverses the cooling fan to 

blast chaff and debris from the air intake screens. The innovative Toro 

SmartCool™ System, along with regular maintenance of the cooling 

system, keeps the operator on the job and moving forward.
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GM3500-D GM3505-D GM4300 GM4500-D GM4700-D

Model 30839 30849 30853 30873 / 30881 30874/ 30882

Engine Kubota 26.1 kW 
(35 hp)

Kubota 18.5 kW 
(24.8 hp)

Kubota V1505-
T-E3B 32.8 kW 

(44 hp)

30881: Yanmar® 4TNV86CT
30873: Yanmar 4TNV84T

30882: Yanmar 4TNV86CT
30874: Yanmar 4TNV84T

Fuel Diesel Diesel Diesel
30873: Diesel; 

30881:Ultra-low Sulfur 
Diesel(<15 ppm)

30874: Diesel; 
30882: Ultra-low Sulfur 

Diesel(<15 ppm)

Width of Cut 173cm 183cm 229cm 277cm 381cm

Mowing Rate 1.7 hectares/hr 1.7 hectares/hr 2.2 hectares/hr 3.1 hectares/hr 4.3 hectares/hr

Traction Drive 3WD 2WD 4WD 4WD 4WD

See Commercial Equipment Guide for complete specifications.

This revolutionary triplex rotary mower (173cm width of cut) is 
designed for superior performance mowing. The free-floating 
Contour™ Plus cutting units allow mowing of undulating terrain 
without scalping. The powerful 26.1kW (35hp) Kubota® turbo-diesel 
engine and exclusive Series/Parallel traction drive system get the 
mowing job done quickly.

The Groundsmaster® 4300 (229cm width 
of cut) has a lightweight footprint and 
CrossTrax™ 4-wheel drive for superior hill-
climbing. Each of its five Contour Plus cutting 
units closely follow contours for an even cut 
on undulating terrain.

Groundsmaster® 3500-D  Sidewinder

Groundsmaster® 4300

Groundsmaster® 3505-D

Groundsmaster® 4500-D/4700-D

Three independent, Contour Plus 69cm cutting units provide 
superior performance for this rotary mower, cutting as low as 19 
mm. The design incorporates full deck rollers to deliver a precision 
cut and a high-quality striping effect on your sports fields. With 
the productive 183cm width of cut, you can stripe your football, 
baseball or soccer field up to 20 minutes faster.

The Toro® Groundsmaster® 4500-D (277cm width of cut) and 4700-D (381cm 
width of cut) are an unprecedented blend of powerful productivity and refined 
results. With a powerful turbo-diesel engine under the hood, and Contour Plus 
engineering inside the cutting units, you will achieve a quality of cut typically 
reserved for smaller trim mowers.

ROTARY MOWERS
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RM3100 RM3550-D RM7000-D

Model 03170/03171 03910 03781

Engine Kubota® 16.0 kW (21.5 hp) Kubota 18.5 kW (24.8 hp) Yanmar 41 kW (55 hp)

Fuel Diesel Diesel Diesel

Width of Cut 183cm/216cm 208cm 307cm

Height of Cut 6 mm - 63.5mm 6 mm - 25mm** 6 mm - 63.5mm

Mowing Speed 0-10 km/h 0-11 km/h 0-11 km/h

Transmission 3WD Series/Parallel 3WD 4WD

Toro® reel mowers are designed to deliver the performance and durability you’ve come 

to expect from Toro®. Designed to reduce weight, enhance mowing performance, 

improve operator comfort, and simplify maintenance. All this paired with Toro’s 

revolutionary Dual Precision Adjustment (DPA) cutting units gives you the ability to 

achieve the quality of cut you want at the maintenance level you need.

Toro Reelmaster®

REEL MOWERS
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45

BBC PRO

The only reel mower with Sidewinder® technology that 
slides the cutting units side-to-side, on the fly, to reach turf 
that other mowers cannot.

Reelmaster® 3100-D  Sidewinder Reelmaster® 3550-D

Reelmaster® 7000-D

The Reelmaster 3550-D floats effortlessly over contours in sports 
fields. With a productive 208cm cutting width, turf-friendly tires, 
the superior traction of a Series/Parallel 3-wheel drive system, 
and a weight of less than 907 kg,* the Reelmaster® 3550-D is 
engineered to make a big impression...without leaving one.

The Reelmaster® 7000-D is a multi-use, heavy-duty reel mower, 
designed for productivity and performance in the most extreme 
conditions. The DPA cutting units manicure, turf and save time with 
easy set-up and long-lasting adjustments. A 41 kW (55 hp) Yanmar 
diesel engine, high-torque reel motors, and the SmartCool™ auto-
reversing fan, along with a 307cm (121”) width-of-cut ensure this 
mower has it all – power, productivity, and superior after-cut 
appearance.   

* Gross vehicle weight for standard configuration, including five46cm cutting units, 

with no optional accessories.

REEL MOWERS

TORO INNOVATION
Toro’s EdgeMax™ bedknife is designed with a 

tool-steel insert to maximize edge retention and 

wear life up to 3-times longer than standard 

bedknives. This innovative design significantly 

reduces the frequency and cost of maintenance 

over the life of the reel.
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The heavy-duty reel mower range from Toro® is designed to provide the 

durability and performance commonly associated with the Groundsmaster® 

products but with the finish of a reel mower. With a broad range of available 

models, each varying in performance and productivity, and an extensive 

selection of cutter units and accessories provide you the opportunity to fine-

tune your selection to meet your needs. From fine turf to heavy-duty municipal 

mowing, these mowers ensure the quality and performance you desire.

Toro® Heavy-Duty Reel Mowers

LARGE AREA REEL & FLAIL MOWERS

TORO INNOVATION
The Mk3 cutter unit features on Toro’s heavy-duty reel mowers. Their design and 

construction has evolved over many years through a detailed understanding of the 

commercial mowing environment and feature a more aggressive blade angle with 

increased points of contact with the bed knife promoting a more balanced, even wear of 

the reel and superior impact resistance when compared to golf-specific reels.

Available in 200 mm and 250 mm diameters with numerous blade options from 4 to 

10-blades*, cutting fine-turf applications such as golf fairways or polo fields to densely 

packed overgrown municipal grass – more typical of rotary mowing conditions are no 

challenge for these cutting units, providing a 1st class reel mower finish.

*10-blade reels are only available in 200 mm diameter.
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TM5490 TM7490

Model 02700 02701

Tractor 
Requirements

min. 33.6 kW (45 hp) 
@ 540 rpm PTO

min. 52.2 kW (70 hp) 
@ 540 rpm PTO

Height of Cut 12 mm - 80 mm 12 mm - 80 mm

Mowing Rate 3.3 Hec/Hr 4.5 Hec/Hr

Cutting Unit
Reels

200mm or 250mm diameter
4,6,8 or 10 blade

CT2240 LT3340 T4240 LT-F3000

Model 30654 30657 02750 30659

Engine Kubota D1105 
18.7 kW (25 hp)

Kubota V1505  
26.5 kW (35.5 hp)

Kubota V2203, 
35.3 kW (47.3 hp)

Kubota V1505T  
33 kW (44.2 hp)

Fuel Diesel Diesel Diesel Diesel

Width of Cut 212cm 212cm 346cm 212cm

Height of Cut 12 mm - 80 mm 12 mm - 80 mm 12 mm - 80 mm 20 mm - 75 mm

Mowing Speed fwd: 0-22 km/h;  
rev: 11 km/h

fwd: 0-25 km/h;  
rev: 11 km/h

0-22.5 km/h;  
rev: 11 km/h

fwd: 0-25 km/h;  
rev: 11 km/h

Mowing Rate 2.0 Hec/Hr 2.0 Hec/Hr 3.2 Hec/Hr 2.0 Hec/Hr

Traction Drive 4WD 4WD 4WD 4WD

TUV Homologated Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cutting Unit Reels 200mm dia 
4,6,8 or 10 blade 

Reels 200mm or 250mm dia 4,6,8 
or 10 blade

Sixteen fine cut, 
TempestTM flail 

blades per head

The CT2240 compact reel mower is designed for operating in areas 
of restricted access or limited manoeuvrability. It comes with 
4-wheel drive transmission as standard, independent cutter head 
operation and a wide range of cutter reel options. Also features a 
variable cutting width from 76cm to 212cm to ensure optimum 
productivity at all times.

The wide-area reel mower designed for heavy-duty mowing 
operations. With the ability for the operator to use one or all of the five 
heavy-duty cutting units at any time - providing a cutting width up to 
346cm, the T4240 provides superb levels of versatility and flexibility, 
suiting both large open areas and more confined spaces. Excellent all-
round visibility from the operator’s seat allows precision operating up 
to and around obstacles, helping ensure a safer and more productive 
operation – even with the optional full weather cab fitted.

CT2240 - Compact Triple T4240 - Heavy Duty 5 Unit MowerLT3340 - Heavy Duty Triple

TM5490/7490 - 5 & 7 Unit Reel

The LT3340 is designed to meet the most demanding requirements, 
offering the ideal blend of durability, productivity and power to ensure 
efficient, high-quality turf-maintenance. 
A powerful 26.5 kW diesel engine, independent cutter unit control. Also 
with a choice of either 200mm or 250mm diameter reels, the LT3340 
offers the ideal solution to heavy-duty reel mowing.

Maximize your investment! Through already making an investment in 
a tractor, why not make this investment work even smarter? Offering 
the ideal solution to high-output tractor drawn mowing. Available as 
either the TM5490 or TM7490 with 5 or 7 independent articulating 
cutter units and numerous reel options, a first class finish results 
across a broad range of applications, including fairways, polo arenas, 
municipal parklands, sports fields and educational facilities.

LARGE AREA REEL & FLAIL MOWERS

*Assuming 8km/h mowing rate. Actual mowing rates may vary depending on operator and conditions
See Commercial Equipment Guide for complete specifications 

NEW LT-F3000TM - Commercial Triple Flail

Designed to meet the challenges presented by restricted budgets, 
and increasing demands of maintaining both short and long grass, 
the LT-F3000 delivers superior productivity, lower operating costs, 
easy servicing and maximum usability. This unique machine is 
the ideal choice for you to increase the length of time between 
cuts whilst retaining a premium finish.  It has been specifically 
designed to save you both time and money!.
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Workman® MD Workman® MDX Workman® MDX-D Workman® MDE Workman® HD Series

Model 07266TC 07273TC/07235TC 07259TC/07236TC 07299TC 07384TC, 07385TC, 
07386TC, 07387TC, 02790TC

Engine Yamaha® 357 cc (12hp) Briggs & Stratton® 480 
cc (14hp) Kubota® 599 cc (19hp) 48 Volt DC motor 

with external fan
32.5, 24,8,28,32.5, 24.8 hp 

Fuel Petrol Petrol Diesel 8 6-volt T145 batteries Diesel or Petrol

Total Capacity 567 kg 750 kg 750 kg 545 kg 1252 kg - 1364 kg

Towing Capacity 363 kg with 
heavy-duty hitch

545 kg with 
heavy-duty hitch

545 kg with 
heavy-duty hitch

363 kg with 
heavy-duty hitch

1587 kg with 
trailer brake

Turf spraying is a precise and delicate task, one that is vital to the health and appearance of 

your turf. Toro® rises to the challenge with the Multi Pro® and Workman® Sprayer systems. 

Convert from hauling to spraying in as little as 30 minutes. Get more work done with the 

hardest working utility vehicles on the market today. Toro® Workman® utility vehicles 

deliver exceptional power, payload, versatility and reliability. Improve your return on 

investment through the strength and durability of a Workman®.

Multi Pro® / Workman® Utility

SPRAYERS / UTILITY VEHICLES

TORO INNOVATION
Trees, benches and other objects are no match for the rugged boom 

design on the Multi Pro. A triangular truss frame design protects 

the spray nozzles from direct impact. Combined with the breakaway 

boom design, it’s the ultimate defense against unexpected impact.
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Multi Pro® WM Multi Pro® 1750 Multi Pro® 5800-D

Model 41240 41188 41593

Sprayer Tank 757 Ltr 662 Ltr 1136 Ltr

Boom 564cm, 3-section 564cm, 3-section 564cm, 3-section

Workman® GTX Workman® GTX

Model 07130 07131

Engine Toro 
357 cc (12hp)

Briggs & Stratton® 
480 cc (14hp)

Fuel Petrol Petrol

Total Capacity 544kg 544kg

Towing Capacity 454kg with 
heavy-duty hitch

454kg with 
heavy-duty hitch

Sprayers are equipped with a positive 
displacement diaphragm pump tied directly to 
the speed of the vehicle, which allows the 
application rate to remain constant over a 
wide speed range.

Multi Pro® 1750 Multi Pro® 5800-D

The Toro® Multi Pro® 5800 combines advanced 
sprayer technology and innovation with 
optimized performance accuracy, aggressive 
agitation and faster response times to 
consistently and accurately apply desired 
spray rates. 
Highly productive work attachments and 
accessories save time and money by 
simplifying the mixing and spraying processes, 
and saving on labor and chemical costs. 

SPRAYERS / UTILITY VEHICLES

Multi Pro® WM

Workman® MD/MDX/MDX-D/MDE
Series

Workman® HD/HDX/HDX-D
Series

Features a 757 litre application tank that 
mounts to your Workman® HD Series utility 
vehicle. 

Achieve enhanced productivity and 
experience optimum operator comfort with 
Superior Ride Quality (SRQ™) and the 
highest total carrying capacity in its class of 
turf utility vehicles.

Unmatched work capability with up to 1364 
kg total carrying capacity and 1587 kg towing 
provide you the ability to accomplish your 
most demanding jobs.

See Commercial Equipment Guide for complete specifications

Workman® GTX-D 
Series

The Workman GTX is a grounds and turf 
crossover vehicle . Its increased power, 
improved steering and exclusive suspension 
and braking systems make this most 
versatile, practical and comfortable utility 
vehicle in its class.
Available in gas or electric, The Workman GTX 
features over 300 configuration options.
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From light topdressing to ultra-heavy material handling and everything in between, all jobs 

can be tackled by Toro’s complete line up of application and topdressing equipment. 

Turf Application

TURF APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

TORO INNOVATION
Wireless Remote Operation – Wireless 

controllers allows real-time adjustments 

on the ProPass 200 and the MH400 

allowing you to make quick setting changes 

and store settings for future use. Base 

models feature a wired controller.
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Topdresser 2500

Model 44507

Drive Ground driven, self 
contained hydraulics

Hopper Capacity 698 Ltr

Topdressing Width 152cm

Topdressing Speed 13 km/h

ProPass 200 MH-400

Model 44701/44751 44931/44954

Hopper 
Capacity

540 Ltr (Struck);  
710 Ltr (Heaped) 3060 Ltr

Controls Standard or  
Electronic Wireless

Standard or  
Electronic Wireless

Payload 905 kg 5353 kg

Broadcast-style topdressers provide application versatility, from 
ultra-light dustings to ultra-heavy aeration hole filling. The ProPass 
200 delivers accurate spread patterns on the first pass. Tow behind or 
bed mounted versions available.

For maximum performance and power, the Topdresser 2500 has a 700 
litres hopper capacity and 13 km/h topdressing speed for the toughest 
topdressing jobs. The all-wheel drive ensures a consistent application 
rate on uneven terrain. 

Large capacity and performance provide versatility.  The cross 
conveyor is ideal for completing bunker and greens renovations, cart 
path rebuilding, applying mulch, and more. Install the twin spinner for 
large area topdressing.

TURF APPLICATION EQUIPMENT

See Commercial Equipment Guide for complete specifications

ProPass 200 MH-400

Topdresser 2500
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ProCore Processor PC 648 PC 864 PC 1298

Model 09749 09200 09715 09716

Power Supply 31hp 17.2 kW (23 hp) engine 22.4 kW (30 hp) tractor 33.6 kW (45 hp) tractor

Working Speed 0-8km/h 1.2 - 2.4 km/h 0 - 4.2 km/h 0 - 4.2 km/h

Aerating Width 178cm 122cm 163cm 249cm

Aerating Depth - Up to 102 mm Up to 127 mm Up to 127 mm

PC SR48 PC SR54/PC SR54-S PC SR70/ PC SR70-S PC SR72 PC SR75HD

Model 09930 09931/09932 09933/09934 09935 09936

Power Supply 18.6 kW (25 hp) tractor 13.4 kW (18 hp) tractor 26.1 kW (35 hp) tractor 33.6 kW (45 hp) tractor 41.0 kW (55+ hp) tractor

Working Speed 1.3 - 2.1 km/h 2.4 - 4.0 km/h 2.4 - 4.0 km/h 1.3 - 2.4 km/h 1.3 - 2.4 km/h

Aerating Width 122cm 137cm 185cm 183cm 198cm

Aerating Depth Up to 356 mm Up to 254 mm Up to 254 mm Up to 406 mm Up to 406 mm

A comprehensive cultivation program that includes aeration and topdressing is essential in 

creating and maintaining beautiful, healthy turf. But sometimes, beauty is only skin deep. 

Long term health and vigor requires effort beyond the turf canopy, through the entire soil 

profile. No matter what your objective is, Toro® offers a complete line of innovative solutions 

to help turf managers meet their cultivation needs.

Turf Cultivation

TURF CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT

See Commercial Equipment Guide for complete specifications
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Smooth operation combined with incredible 163cm and 
249cm aeration widths maximizes productivity. 
Independent articulating coring heads on the 1298 
provide superior ground following and consistent hole 
depth.

New patent-pending innovation in core processing that sweeps, 
processes and disperses aeration cores in one operation, reducing 
labour and getting the turf back in play, sooner than any other 
method. 

ProCore® 864/1298 Aerators

ProCore® Processor

ProCore® 648 Aerator

ProCore® SR Series Deep-Tine Aerators

With its efficient 122cm coring width, the ProCore® 
648 delivers high productivity and performance in 
a walk aerator. 

The ProCore® SR Series Deep-Tine aerators are the ultimate 
choice for performance and durability. The ProCore® SR Series 
features a hydraulic depth adjustment which allows the 
operator to change tine depths from the seat of the tractor, 
increasing productivity of the aeration process.

TORO INNOVATION
The ProCore® precision-balanced coring head eliminates 

hopping, rocking and unnecessary vibration. This exclusive 

system makes the ProCore® 648, 864 & 1298 the smoothest 

operating aerators on the market.
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Whether you have leaves, twigs, pine needles, grass clippings or other organic debris to 

clear, Toro® has a solution that will efficiently and productively get the job done. Toro’s 

debris management products will save you time and labour cost by getting your grounds 

cleaned up faster.

Turf Cultivation

DEBRIS PRODUCTS

TORO INNOVATION
The new Pro Force™ debris blower comes with a wireless 

remote control that makes operating the machine as easy 

as pushing a button. In addition to nozzle direction and 

throttle speed adjustments that can be made while towing 

the machine, the wireless remote control also provides 

convenient start/stop functionality.
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Pro Force™

Model 44552

Power Supply 18.3 kW (24.6 hp) engine, tow req.

Airflow -

Fan Diameter 36cm

Pro Sweep®

Model 07068

Power Supply 18.6 kW (25 hp) tractor or 
utility vehicle,* tow required

Sweep Width 132cm

Hopper Capacity 762 litre

This self-contained engine driven debris blower can be towed 
behind or mounted to the bed of any utility vehicle. It utilizes 
a high-efficiency turbine to deliver industry-leading air power 
through a single nozzle to clear turf or pavement of leaves, twigs, 
pine needles, grass clippings or other debris.

Pro Force™

PARTS & SERVICE Solutions   Dedicated Support - Superb Availability

Pro Sweep®

Faster than traditional methods of collecting aeration cores 
and other organic debris. Brush height adjustment accommo-
dates a variety of turf conditions.

DEBRIS PRODUCTS

*Workman® vehicles require the high-flow hydraulics kit.
**With nozzle. Testing per the ANSI/AMCA 210-07 standard for Laboratory Methods of Testing Fans for 
Certified Aerodynamic Performance Rating.

See Commercial Equipment Guide for complete specifications. 

Peace of Mind - genuine parts is the only way to preserve the quality of your product and protect 
your warranty and your investment.

Find immediate answers to frequently asked questions and other helpful information, including a dealer locator, parts lookup, product 
registration, downloadable owner’s manuals, safety information, special financing offers and interactive product manuals. 
go to www.toro.com

Genuine Toro Parts - To best protect your investment and 
maintain optimal performance of your turf equipment, count on 
Toro genuine parts. When it comes to reliability, Toro 
replacement parts are designed to the exact engineering 
specifications of our equipment. For peace of mind, insist on 
Toro genuine parts.

Competitive Pricing - We are dedicated to providing you 
with a competitive price for the quality and dependability that 
you have come to expect from the Toro brand.

Overnight Part Availability - Most local distributors deliver 
parts within 24 hours. Toro backs this promise with 48 hour 
delivery support. Our relentless pursuit is to get you back up 
and running as soon as possible with solutions that provide the 
quality and performance you would expect.

Unparalleled Customer Care -Toro has an extensive 
network of factory trained professional dealers, which have 
the skills, training and commitment to keep your equipment
performing at it’s best. Leveraging their extensive inventory 
and Toro’s industry-leading 98% fill rate on parts, your Toro 
dealer leads the market in support and parts availability.
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Toro is always there to help you care for your landscapes the way you want, 
when you want, better than anyone else.    

To see this catalog online visit toro.com

facebook.com/toro.yard
twitter.com/TheToroCompany
youtube.com/ToroCompanyEurope


